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Hailey Alyssa Carson
Diversified Lifting
AWRF Scholarship

My name is Hailey Carson, and I am a recent graduate of 
Tampa Preparatory School. My sponsor is my mom, Tiffany 
Issa, who is the CFO at Diversified Lifting. Diversified 
Lifting is a family-owned business run by my grandfather, 
Billy Crowe. I am attending Wofford College as a Biology 
major. I then plan on attending graduate school to become a 
Physician’s Assistant.

Leah Nicole Davidson
Advantage Sales

AWRF Scholarship

My name is Leah Davidson. My sponsor company is 
Advantage Sales of Ridgway, Pennsylvania. My father Thomas 
has been an employee for Kim and Charlie Jaques for the past 
eight years. I am currently a sophomore in The Honor’s College 
at Slippery Rock University.  In preparation for graduate school, 
I am majoring in exercise science with plans to attain a master’s 
degree as a Physician's Assistant.  

Grace Kathleen Mongan
The Caldwell Group 
AWRF Scholarship

Grace is a Sophomore at the University of Illinois 
Urbana-Champaign majoring in Information Science with a 
concentration in Data Analytics. She is sponsored by The 
Caldwell Group of Rockford and by her dad Dan Mongan 
who is a Senior Sales Engineer. Grace’s future plans include 
a second internship next Summer with Caterpillar and hopes 
to work for a large manufacturing company doing Analytics 
after graduation.

Diana Tran Nguyen
Pacific Industrial Supply

The Don Sayenga Memorial Scholarship 
Presented by NACM

Hello, my name is Diana Nguyen and I will be attending 
the University of Washington in the fall studying either 
neuroscience or psychology. My sponsor from Pacific Industrial 
Supply Company has taught me to believe in myself and aim 
high. It will be a long difficult journey full of perseverance and 
determination, but my future aspirations are to attend medical 
school, specializing in either the heart or the brain.
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Luke A. Orlando
IntegriCert

The Sixteen Guys Scholarship

My name is Luke Orlando and my parents are Nick and Stacy Orlando. My sponsor is IntegriCert. 
In my free time, I enjoy playing tennis, swimming, and playing my trombone. Currently, I am studying 
biomedical engineering at Tulane University in New Orleans, Louisiana. Past my undergraduate 
degree, I am considering a masters in biomedical engineering or attending medical school.

Alliana Rodriguez
Kennedy Wire Rope and Sling Company, Inc.
The Jurgen Prohaska Memorial Scholarship

I am beyond thankful and excited to continue on my nursing journey. I will begin my 4th semester 
in the E-line BSN nursing program this fall (actually in just a couple of days) at Texas A&M University 
Corpus Christi. I have these last two semesters to take until I receive my Bachelor of Science in 
Nursing, which will allow me to become a Registered Nurse. After I graduate, I plan to attend 
graduate school at Texas A&M University Corpus Christi to become a Family Nurse Practitioner. 
Being a nurse practitioner has always been my dream job because I love helping those of all ages 
in need of medical assistance. Eventually I would love to open up my own mobile care so that I 
can bring the care I provide to the comfort of peoples homes! I see this as being something really 

big in my future and it would be of great use during this pandemic right now. My sponsor is Kennedy Wire Rope and Sling 
Company, and the Chief Operating Officer is Aaron Bohnert. Kennedy Wire Rope has been a part of my family for most of my 
life. My dad, Anthony Rodriguez, was the Synthetic Supervisor for 20 years and just retired this past July! My uncle, Gilbert 
Pacheco, currently works at Kennedy as the Shop Foreman. This company has really impacted my life!

Sarah Lemon Stewart
Industrial Training International

The Bill Franz Memorial Scholarship 
Presented by Mazzella Companies

My name is Sarah Stewart and I’m being sponsored by my father, Scott Stewart, through the 
company Industrial Training International. I’m currently enrolled in Central Washington University, 
and I plan to apply for the school’s Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in Graphic Design this fall. I hope 
to be able to compile a portfolio of work through my classes, which will assist me in pursuing my 
dream of a career in design.

Troy Michael Lindsay
Columbus McKinnon Corporation
AWRF Enrichment Scholarship (1st ever recipient)

My name is Troy Lindsay and my sponsor is Frauke Stoffel, Benefits Administration Coordinator 
of CMCO (Columbus McKinnon Company Inc). My goal is to become an Airframe & Powerplant 
Aviation Mechanic. With a background in drafting/design & engineering, I would like to mix it up 
some and become more well-rounded in doing hands on work in a technology industry.

Caden Jonathon Zulliger
The Crosby Group

The Ronald J. Worswick Memorial Scholarship

My name is Caden Zulliger, I am an avid soccer fan with a passion for the medical sciences and 
taking care of people! In my short lifetime thus far I have lived in many places in the United States, 
while calling Texas my home for the past 7 years. My sponsor is my father, Todd Zulliger, who 
works for the Crosby Group in Longview, TX. I have one year left in my pursuit of a Bachelors of 
Science in Nursing degree at the University of Texas at Tyler. After gaining some experience in the 
field, I plan to return to school to obtain my Doctorate of Nursing Anesthesia Practice to work as 
a nurse anesthetist.


